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TISSUE RESPIRATION AND dl&COLtSIS IN THE DEVELOP- 

\- 
/pilk  is ä translation of an article written by 
Di ,Ai Golubentsev and G. V, Sazykin in Voprosy 
Meditsinskoy Khimii (Problems of Medical Chem- 
istry), Vol. 6, No. 1, Moscow, I960, pages 
49-52._/ 

The condition of tissue respiration and glycolysis 
in the development of acute radiation sickness has been in- 
sufficiently studied, and the factual data and opinions of 
various investigators are frequently contradictory. One 
cannot find in the available literature any data on simul- 
taneous investigations of those biochemical processes in 
many tissues in relation to the development of radiation 
sickness. I. I. Ivanov and co-authors (I) Piri (2) and 
others underline the deficiency in our knowledge of those 
problems. 

The purpose of the present work consists in the sys- 
tematic study of the intensity of tissue respiration and 
glycolysis in the course of the development of acute radia- 
tion sickness of a severe degree. 

Materials and Methods of the Investigation 

Nonr>edigree rabbits weighing from two to four kilo- 
grams and white rats weighing from 160-250 g were the ob- 
ject of the investigation. The animals were subject to 
general X-irradiation under the following conditions: the 
apparatus — "Stabilivol't," the tension — l60 kv, the in- 
tensity of the current — 5 ma, the filter — 2.5 mm. of 
aluminum, the stratum of half dilution 0,28 mm of copper, 
the power of the dose in the air — 21-28 r/min», the total 
doses of irradiation — 1,000 and 1,500 r for the rabbits 
and 800 and 1,000 r for the rats. In a separate series of 
experiments the general gamma irradiation of the rats was 
carried out from a cobalt source (Co00) with a dose inten- 
sity in the air of 12,500 r/hour; the total dosage of ir- 
radiation was 12,500, 14,000 and 25,000 r. 

The animals irradiated with doses over 10,000 r were 
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killed during the first minutes and hours following the act- 
ion of radiation* 

Irradiation with doses of 1,000-1,500 r for the rab- 
bits and 800-1,000 r for the rats was followed by the devel- 
opment of acute radiation sickness of which 80-100 percent 
of the animals berished within the course of 30 days, The 
period of tlie1 jHill development of the sickness began upon 
the fifth-slxtft day following the irradiation and persisted 
up to the 25-30th day. It was characterized by general de- 
pression, weakening of the protective reflexes, decrease of 
alimentary excitability, appearance of sero-sanguinolent 
excretions from the eyes and the nose, loss of weight (up 
to 30 percent of the original), by leucopenia (up to 200- 
500 leucocytes in one mkl of blood) and anemia. Typical 
morphological changes were demonstrated at the autopsy of 
the killed and dead animals: aplasia of the bone marrow, 
and of the lymphoid tissue of the spleen and small intest- 
ines, bloody impregnation of the lymphatic nodes, hemorr- 
hages in the internal organs and in the subcutaneous tissues. 

The endogenic tissue respiration of sections of the 
cerebral cortex, of the liver, kidneys, spleen, myocardium, 
of the thinnest part of the diaphragm, of emulsions of the 
mucosa of the small intestines, and of the bone marrow was 
measured mancmetrieally by the method of Varburg; the 
sections or emulsions of the tissues were incubated for a 
period of one hour at 37° in the buffered phosphate solut- 
ion of Krebs-Ringer (pH 7.3^) in an atmosphere of oxygen. 
The anaerobic glycolysis in the tissue emulsions or in the 
sections was evaluated by the accumulation of lactic acid 
during an incubation period of two hours in an atmosphere 
of nitrogen at 37° in the buffer phosphate solution of 
Krebs-Blnger containing 200 mg percent of starch and 100 mg 
percent of glucose. The quantity of the lactic acid was 
determined by the method of Frideman, Kotonio and Sheffer. 

The results of the measurements of tissue respirat- 
ion were expressed in microllters of oxygen taken up during 
one hour / one mg of raw weight of the tissues, and of the 
tissue glycolysis — in mg of lactic acid produced in 100 g 
of tissue (crude weight) for a period of one hour. Our ex- 
periments on a large number of rats, rabbits and mice 
demonstrated that the content of dry residue in all the 
investigated tissues did not change substantially in the 
course of the development of acute radiation sickness. 

The numerical data were submitted to statistical 
processing. The mean arithmetical, and mean quadratic de- 
viation, the mean error (m), and the square root of the sum 
of square of mean errors (mdiff) were calculated. The 
changes were accepted as being accurate when the difference 
of compared arithmetical means was three times greater than 
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the square root of the sum of squares of the mean errors. 

■;■ ^e Msult of the Investigations 

The level bf the endogenlc respiration of the spleen, 
the bone marrö^ the mucosa of the small intestines and of 
other investigated tissues of rats and rabbits did not 
change mätörfally during the first minutes and hours fol- 
lowing general Irradiation with doses of 800-25,000 r. 

At the peak of radiation sickness, the endogenic 
respiration of the tissues of the brain, kidneys, lungs, 
myocardium and diaphragm was not altered substantially; 
that of the tissue of the liver decreased moderately (on 
the average, by 15 percent); that of the tissue of the bone 
marrow and of the mucosa of the intestines and of the spleen 
decreased markedly (in the rabbits on an average by 70, 31* 
and 28 percent, respectively. The depression of respirat- 
ory activity of the last three tissues coincided in time 
with the development of their destructive changes. The 
restoration of the cellular structure of those tissues in 
the surviving animals was accompanied by normalization of 
tissue respiration (Table 1). 

These results were confirmed later by other investi- 
gations. Thus, according to the data of Sullivan and 
Dubois (3), total irradiation of rats with a dose of 400 r 
caused a decrease of the endogenic respiration of the tis- 
sues of the spleen and of the thyroid gland as well as of 
respiration at the expense of the added substrata; they 
noted a maximal decrease of respiration within 48 hours 
following irradiation with a gradual restoration to normal 
values on the 15th day. 

It was demonstrated in the present work that the 
anaerobic glycolytic activity of the tissues of the liver, 
small intestines and of the diaphragm is not altered within 
15 minutes and three hours following general irradiation 
with a dose of 14,000 r and within three, 24 and 48 hours 
with a dose of 750 r; that of the spleen tissue even in- 
creases somewhat (on the average by 15 percent). These 
data are in accord with the results of the works of Lelievre 
(4), who investigated the intensity of anaerobic glycolysis 
immediately after general irradiation of mice with a dose 
of 60,000 r, and who also failed to demonstrate any changes. 

The anaerobic glycolytic activity of emulsions of the 
spleen of rats decreased on the average by 22 percent and 
that of emulsions of muscles of the thigh by an average of 
27 percent during the peak period of acute radiation sick- 
ness of severe degree (sixth-12th day following irradiation 
with doses of 750 and 1,000 r).  (Table 2). 
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Table 2 

.ensity of Anaerobic Glycolysis in Tissue Emul- 
sions öf Rät>$ During the Peak Period of Acute Radiation Sick- 
ness Grade III, Produced by General Irradiation with a Dose 
of 1,000 r. > 

Organ 

Spleen 

Skeletal 
Muscle 

Experimental 
Conditions 

No irradiation.., 
Six-11 days after 

irradiation... 

3radiff  
No irradiation,., 

Six-11 days after 
irradiation... 

Mi-M2............ 
3*Miff   

No. 
of 
Rats 

12 

15 

11 

14 

Constant of Lactic 
Acid (mg$) 

Prior to 
Incubation 
Mean- m 

88±6 

81*7 
-7 
21 

23,2 ±12 

211*8 

Woe? 
Incubation 
Mean -m 

412*12 

31&*22 
-94 
90 

580 £28 

426 ti6 
-153 
96 

The decrease of the glycolytic activity of the spleen 
tissue is apparently associated with changes in its cellular 
composition due to the destruction of lymphoid cells which 
are characterized by a high metabolic activity. The decrease 
of the intensity of glycolysis in the skeletal muscles may 
result from a decrease in the concentration of some easily 
diffnsible coenzymes (codehydrase I) and enzymes (aldolase). 

Analysis of Results 

The results of the present work demonstrated that gen- 
eral irradiation of rats and rabbits — even with doses ten 
times above minimal, absolutely lethal doses ~ fails to 
lower the intensity of anaerobic glycolysis and of endo- 
genic tissue respiration during the first hours in all the 
investigated tissues. It follows that no inactivation of 
the enzyme system catalysing these biochemical processes 
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takes place in those tissues as a result of the direct act- 
ion of the radiation penetrating into the organism. Since 
many enzymes Of tissue glycolysis and respiration belong to 
the sülfhydfyl group of enzymes, the presented experimental 
data -- jointly with some data from the literature (1.5; — 
demonstrates, the unsoundness of the theory of Barron (6), 
which assigns a primary significance to the irreversible 
inactivation of the sulfhydryl enzymes in the mechanism of 
the development of acute radiation injuries; these data al- 
so prove that it is not possible to apply to the living 
organism any data obtained in experiment with diluted solu- 
tions of enzymes. Me were unable to confirm the results of 
the work of Khikman and Eshvell, who found a depression of 
anaerobic glycolysis of 80-90$ within the first hours follow- 
ing general irradiation with a dose of 650 r in homogenates 
of the spleen of mice. 

The results of the present work also conflict with 
the experimental data of Barron, Wolkowitz and Muntz (6) 
concerning significant, depression of tissue respiration 
during the first hours following general irradiation with 
doses approaching the minimal, absolute lethal dosage. An 
analysis of the factural data of these authors indicates, 
however, that there was no regular relationship between the 
degree of depression of the respiration and the dose of ir- 
radiation; in some cases, the changes in respiration follow- 
ing irradiation with a dose of 400 r were of the same de- 
gree as those following a dose of 800 and 1,000 r; the 
greatest changes were demonstrated in the kidney tissue, 
while in the liver tissue respiration remained unchanged. 
Our results are in agreement with the results of the in- 
vestigations of N. M. Sisakyan (7), who demonstrated a high 
radio-stability of various glycolytic enzymes. 

Lelievre demonstrated a high radio-stability (4) of 
the glycolytic enzyme systems of the tissues of mammals; 
that of microorganisms was demonstrated by M. N. Meysel1 

and his collaborators (8). 

Conclusions 

1. General irradiation of animals with doses up to 25,000 r 
does not depress tissue respiration and glycolysis during 
the first minutes and hours, 
2. The respiratory activity is sharply depressed during 
the peak period of acute radiation sickness, Grade III in 
the tissue of the bone marrow; it is significantly decreased 
in the tissues of the spleen and of the mucosa of the small 
intestines; it is moderately decreased in the tissue of the 
liver; it is essentially unchanged in the other investi- 
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gated organs {cerebral cortex, kidney, myocardium, lungs 
and diaphragm)i 
3. The glycoiytic activity significantly decreases in the 
tissues of the.spleen and of the skeletal muscles during 
the peak period» of acute radiation sickness, Grade III. 
4. The intehslifey of respiration in the tissues of the 
spleen, intestinal mucosa, and bone marrow is restored to 
normal during the period of clinical recovery. 
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